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CULTURE, PEOPLE

SICILY 2019

Stella Splendes II
A week of music making and concerts for those who wish to dive into the
fascinating atmosphere of old times.
The music we will sing together will be a varied selection of pieces:
Sephardic songs, Medieval Spanish, Italian, French and/or English songs.
We will also integrate some traditional tunes that have come down to us
from oral traditions that could well be just as old! Music can be made to
sound new and joyful. The idea is to create a group willing to experiment,
enjoying and sharing the experience of singing creating unusual sonorities
together.

Singing Medieval
Music is a
profoundly
gratifying
experience, new
sonorities with
lively and
meditative
rhythms.
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We had some wonderful moments during our workshops in
2018, out of these experiences we have taken some new ideas
for 2019. We thank all of you who have taken the time to send
us some feedback!
The performances were deeply appreciated by the locals who
also sang and participated actively in the performance.

The performances
are appreciated by
the locals

Sicily: an Island to be experienced
There are so many things Sicily has to offer, it is difficult to
describe them in a text, it has to be experienced. From the
wonderful places which tell us a new story of European history,
breathtaking Greek sites and impressive buildings from the
11th and 12th Centuries of the Medieval Palermo we will
explore on our day trip.
The food is tasty and varied, fruit and deserts are part of
Sicilian culture. The wine has an ancient tradition and the
generous and rich flavors accompany every meal.
Erice is a fascinating little medieval city on the top of a hill. It
offers a unique view of the territory around Trapani. This year
we will revive the “Festival de Musica Medievale e
Rinascimentale di Erice” which still lives in the memory of the
locals and of many early music experts. Your trip includes tikes
and transport to the 3 main concerts. Our workshop will lead
to a piazza performance on Saturday afternoon, which will
mark the end of the festival.
Medieval Palermo has places of unparalleled interest and
beauty as the Capella Palatina and the cathedral of Monreale.

Theresia Bothe
Is a singer specialized in early music and songs of various
historical periods. She is also a composer and a songwriter.
She is known for the passion with which she treats music
projects towards social inclusion and education. Her choir
projects are appreciated for being lively and meaningful.

We will experience singing
by the Sea in the morning
and join our voices with
Sicilians who also love
singing, to create a
harmonic and joyful group
for the performances.
www.thbothe.com
Telephone/Whatsapp:
(39) 351 276 1008
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